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Start page firefox addon

At Startpage, we do not collect or share your personal information. By installing our Firefox add-on, your default search engine will change to Startpage.com. All your search queries from this browser will go through Startpage.com and will be completely private. Live New Tab Page: customize your watch, to-do list, hundreds of vivid photos in your browser.
It's a simple user-friendly extension that has everything you need for fun work: Features: - Weather List- To-Do - Meditation Mode (for thoughtfulness)- Clock (some sort of)- Speed dial and Group (Brick Bookmark)- Hundreds of Dynamic Wallpapers - Current time to make sure you don't get lost in the abyss of virtual reality; - Up-to-date weather information to
avoid forgetting the amazing real world out there; - An organizer saves your precious time and keeps even the smallest details for you; - Speed dial for quick one-click access to your most frequently viewed links and websites. Oh yes, there's one more thing we forgot to mention - a live screen that can accommodate all the neat features. We offer a myth of
themes to choose from and use in your browser. As a matter of fact, it's not just about aesthetics, but it's also great for your nervous system. How? It's really simple. All of us, from urban residents to self-sustaining residents of office meadows, are living in a constant time crisis. We are sucked into the spin in the wheel of technological progress, easily
forgetting how beautiful a clear summer sky crossed by the wings of agile swallowing and bird's nest can be... and how gorgeous sunrays are when fighting through tree branches just to reach our skin. We live and do things mechanically, focusing closely on our errands and problems. But as soon as we stop spinning in this wheel in just a few minutes, life
seems a lot brighter. By traveling in your mind deep into a rainforest or coast, you can have a nice mind relaxing rest in the middle of a working day. Enjoy stunning views of the most remote and unscionable corners of the planet without leaving your computer! Or maybe you want to recharge from the energy of the fire by going for the fire theme? Let yourself
take a break from mundane daily work, allowing your eyes to relax and your brain to be motivated with positive emotions. The new live start page makes all this very real! Terms of service and privacy of the use of Nimbus Web Inc products: extension takes over your new tab and changes your search bar Live Start Page to Bing.Extension uses Google
Analytics to determine which features of the extension are used more often. This data gives us clues what features need to be developed first. We do not share data for any third-party services. Contact us Search for a startpage that you can absolutely and use to easily access all your favorite sites? start.me helped 500,000 users a day to start and maintain
an online organization. Key features: The easiest way to save, organize, and access your Bookmarks A modern, stylish, and easy-to-use interface Works on all your browsers (Chrome, Firefox, Edge, Safari, etc.) and devices (desktops, laptops, tablets, mobile devices, etc.) - without data syncing. Share pages with friends or colleagues Free foreverOther
features: RSS / News feedsNotesTo-do listsEmbed video or other web content / pageStock quotesCalendar &amp; Mail integrates 15,000+ other widgets to add to your pageSo customize your background (choose a theme or upload your own images)Enter your bookmarks &amp; feedsExport your data anytime ************* As featured in The New York
Times, Computerworld, Lifehacker and MakeuseofA absolutely amazing extension that I recommend anyone to try - by Richard After the recent update, StartMe is definitely #1 start for me and my friends. The user interface is easy to grasp, intuitive, functional beyond expectations. It makes bookmarking easy, clutter free, and you can even track your favorite
feeds through RSS like subreddits or news networks. Get all your daily doses of information right on your browser's start page and forget about remembering all the websites you visit and the thousands of folders in your bookmark bar. - by yevvie After years of searching for the best homepage for productivity, this hits the mark. I moved all my bookmarks for
ease of use and organized interface. I also like its functionality to save notes to your homepage. The RSS options are great too as I rarely open my RSS reading app, but this allows me to keep an eye on a variety of my feeds conveniently. The developers did a great job in a crowded field. - by Firefox user 13484480****If you have any questions or
suggestions, please contact us at support@start.me or visit .*********Version 2.2.23 Version 2.2.22 Minor Improvements Reduce the permissions required for thisVersion 2.2.2 extension. 21 Search bookmarks in Omnibox shortcuts Not accepted support for adding feed rss and opening Tabs Reduce the permission range for this extension Page options
integrated insideVersion extension 2.2.12 Bookmark description can now also be saved Widget drop-down: Now you can search in the list of widgets drop-down: Better style of page, Widget Widget drop-down: Now includes group name as well as some fixed error correctionVersion 2.2.11 (wrong tab loaded later sign out)Version 2.2.10 Allows bookmark
entry from webappVersion 2.2.9 Fixed error with login window / side bar disappearingVersion 2.2.8 : New: Save all tabs open as bookmarksNew: Save to start.me link added to context menu (right click) Fixed some minor errorsAfter our blog to stay up to date on the latest context menu Bonjourr is a new startpage for Firefox. Lightweight, beautiful, minimal,
customizable and iOS-inspired, it has everything you might need when opening a new tab. Be greeted by a watch gadget and minimal weather, and balance serenity by looking at beautiful backgrounds and productivity while controlling the Quick Links you want to see. Bonjourr relies on the work of unsplash's talented photographers, it comes with a 4K
background that will greatly make your new tabs great. The Live Background option changes your background daily from a frequently updated selection. You can also choose your own wallpaper for a more personalized experience and activate automatic dark mode. Quick links, to access your favorite sites, can be added manually, so as not to bother you by
showing sites you don't need to see on new tabs An optional search bar that allows searches on your web with a variety of tools, such as Google, Startpage, DuckDuckGo, Ecosia and more. You can choose between updating the weather according to your geographic location or setting it up manually. Even with all these options, Bonjourr is still very
lightweight and fast. It opens in the blink of an eye. Bonjourr is available in both English and French, is open source and developed with your privacy in mind: it does not require any permission except for your geographic location, if you wish. If you find any bugs, have ideas for improvements, and new features, or want to support our work, bonjourr.fr.
Lifehacker says we are the best speed dialer for Firefox! Why do I need Speed Dial? First of all, it is very convenient - your favorite sites are always at immediate fingertips. Moreover, it saves time - you don't need to leaf through countless bookmarks. Everything is right in sight. This extension took over your new tab and changed your search bar inside FVD
To Bing Speed dial. Modes: - Speed dial: allows you to create your own wheels- Most visited: list the sites you visit most often. Each Dial contains a group with a full list of URLs you've visited. You can add any Dial from the Most Visited category to your Speed dial.- Recently closed: If you closed a page by mistake and don't know how to find it again, you'll
see it in the recently closed category. Sync Want to access your favorite sites from any computer? It's easy! Sync will give you just one click from the websites you need at any time! Features: - Speed dial - extensions that replace start pages and new pages with the FVD Dial-Block by URL or domain page: Calculated this allows you to exclude unwanted
URLs from The Speed Dial templates - Background (similar to wallpapers in Windows) in the browser window- Double-click the space near the search form that minimizes it. Double-click a nearby space allows you to hide them as well- Hold down the left mouse button and move the mouse right or left to switch from one mode to another. Available modes are:
Speed Dial, Most Visited, Recently Closed- Four size scales: Large, Medium, Small, and List (list display for those who prefer compact views)- Customizable background color- Some modes to set up wallpapers: Fill, Fit, Stretch, Tile, and Center (just like in Windows)- Font size and customizable colors in Speed Dial- Activate/Deactivate Favicon+Title and
URL under Dial-Activate or deactivate Flash, Silverlight, and JavaScript when creating screenshots for custom Dial-up page opening mode in Speed Dial : in the current tab (Hotkey: Ctrl+Click); in the background tab (Hotkey: Ctrl+Shift+Click).- Customizable rows in Speed dial. Automatic mode is available.- Popular groups: automatically display the most
popular Dial Groups: Create, Delete, and Edit. You can add Dial-in groups- Give your wheels a fully customizable design—play with size, transparency, fonts, and colors- Customize background colors —you can even include uploading your own photos!- Back up easily: simply export a Dial-up file to a folder on your hard drive === ★★ Sync with Chrome if
needed★★ =Start From Super, New Tab Tool, Speed Dial, Speed Dial, Tabgruppen Alternatives, Xmarks Alternatives, X-marks Terms, and Privacy when using Nimbus Web Inc. products : US:
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